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gas measurement fundamentals	 1.1

published by petroleum extension service, the university of texas at austin 

INTRODUCTION
The importance of gas and gas liquids measurement has increased 
dramatically since World War II. The well head price of natural 
gas in the United States has risen from only a few cents to dollars 
per thousand cubic feet (MCf). In the not-too-distant future, it 
will probably go higher. Pro duction has increased, and gas that 
used to be flared is now gath ered and processed. 

Domestic consumption of natural gas is almost 60 billion cubic 
feet per day (Bcf/d). About 96 percent of this gas is produced 
in the United States. About half is processed in over 800 liquid 
ex traction plants. These plants recover about 70 million gallons 
(gal) of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) per day. This 70 million 
gal rep resents about 30 percent of the domestic consumption 
of liquid hydro car bons and about 98.5 percent of the demand 
for LPG as a fuel and petrochemical feedstock. Nearly 7 trillion 
cubic feet (Tcf ) of gas is in under ground storage. 

Measurements of natural gas and natural gas liquids made 
at only a single point can rep resent hundreds of thousands 
of dollars per day. These measurements determine royalty, 
purchase, and sales contracts. They are also used for inventory 
ac counting, process plant balances, loss pre ven tion, and regula-
tory report ing. From the wellhead to the point of con sumption, 
then, accurate mea sure ment of gas and gas liquids is essen tial. 
Care and pre ci sion are mandatory. Measurement equip ment 
must be installed and cali brated properly; it must be op er ated, 
in spected, and main tained care fully; and measurement results 
must be processed and ac counted for ac cu rately.

Natural gas provides warmth for our homes and offices, heat 
to cook with, and a great deal more. It is the raw material from 
which such items as toothpaste tubes, rubber tires, plas tics, and 
panty hose are made. A con sider able amount of natural gas is 
used as an energy source. In fact, al most everything pro duced 
by in dus try in volves natural gas in one form or another.

What is natural gas? It cannot be seen, felt, heard, or, in its 
pure state, smelled. (For safety, com panies that sell natural gas 
to consumers put odor ants in it so that it can be smelled.) The 
peo ple who extract gas from deep in the earth never see it, nor do 
those who purify, process, and trans port it. Even though natural 
gas is essen tial to our way of life, it is dangerous. If it escapes 
its en closure, it creeps along the ground and suffo cates all life 
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published by petroleum extension service, the university of texas at austin 

head meters .

Several devices are available for measuring gas, but head meters are 
the most com mon. A head meter measures the differential pressure 
caused by a constriction in the pipe in which fluid is flowing. As 
the fluid passes through the con striction, its ve locity increases. As 
the fluid’s velocity increases, its pressure decreases. The pres sure 
drop allows fluid vol ume, or rate of flow, to be calculated. Pressure 
in a line is often called pressure head. A constric tion increases the 
velocity and causes a drop in the pressure head. Therefore, me ters 
that mea sure a pressure drop are often called head meters.

Head meters are simple, inexpensive, easy to install and main
tain, durable, and readily avail able. On the other hand, they 
have low rangeability, which means that they cannot ac curately 
mea sure fluid flow rates if the maximum and minimum rates 
vary widely. A head meter operates best when the flow rate is 
fairly steady. Further, some head meters are not suitable for 
measuring dirty fluids because dirt clogs them.

PRIMARY ELEMENTS
A head meter installation consists of a primary element and 
a secondary element. The primary el ement is made up of the 
meter run, or tube, and the constriction. The secondary element 
mea sures the pressure drop caused by the primary element 
and other conditions, such as the flow ing pressure of the fluid 
and its tem perature. Several types of device or constriction are 
available as the pri mary ele ment of a head meter in stal lation; 
some are orifice plates, venturi tubes, flow tubes, flow nozzles, 
and Pitot tubes and annubars.

Orifice Meters
The most widely used head device in the gas industry is an orifice 
meter. Since they are so popu lar, they are covered in more detail 
in chapter ; in this section, only a general de scription is given.

Fig ure . shows an orifice meter installation. The pri mary ele
ment is installed in the pipeline car rying the fluid and consists of 
a meter run, or tube, and an orifice plate inside an orifice fitting. 
The orifice that is bored through the plate creates the restriction. 

Head Meters
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turbine meters	 .

published by petroleum extension service, the university of texas at austin 

TURBINE METERS 
FOR GAS MEASUREMENT

An axial-flow turbine meter (fig. .) is a velocity-measuring 
device in which gas flow is paral lel to the ro tor axis and the 
speed of rotation is proportional to the rate of flow. The volume 
of gas is determined by counting the revolutions of the rotor. 
Turbine meters are used in all phases of natu ral gas opera-
tions—pro  duction, trans mission, and distribution.

Turbine 
Meters

PARTS
 A HOUSING
 B COVER PLATE
 C  INNER HOUSING
 D OILER
 E PREAMP & HOUSING
 F FLOW DEFLECTOR
 G PRESSURE TAP
 H ROTOR HUB
 I ROTOR
 J BEARINGS
 K MAGNET 
  HOUSING
 

figure .. turbine meter

Fundamentals
Gas enters a turbine meter and is constricted, which increas es 
the gas’s velocity. The gas then passes through a free-turning 
rotor mounted coaxially on the pipe centerline and exits the 
meter. In passing through the meter, the gas imparts an angular 
velocity to the rotor proportional to the linear velocity of the 
gas in the meter. Since gas velocity is directly pro portional to 
the volume flow rate, the rotor’s rotating speed is also directly 
propor tional to the volume flow rate. Therefore, by accu rately 
measuring the rotor speed and ap plying a calibration constant, 
the volume flow rate can be obtained. 
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other meters	 .

published by petroleum extension service, the university of texas at austin 

In addition to head meters and turbine meters, many other 
meters are available for mea suring gas and liq uid. Some of these 
include diaphragm meters, rotary meters, vortex-shedding me-
ters, swirl meters, vari able-area meters, target meters, magnetic 
meters, and ultrasonic meters.

DIAPHRAGM METERS

Large-capacity diaphragm meters are the workhorses of the gas 
industry in commercial and light industrial applications. Other 
types of meter have made inroads, but because of their superior 
range ability, di aphragm meters remain very popular.

Two types of diaphragm meter are currently manufactured 
in the United States. In the two-di aphragm, three-chamber, 
oscillating-valve meter, the diaphragms are flanged be tween two 
center castings and front and back cover castings to form the three 
measurement cham bers. Two cham bers are formed by the space 
between the front diaphragm and the front cover and be tween 
the back diaphragm and the back cover. The third chamber is 
the space between the two di a phragms. Motion from the dia-
phragms is transmitted by linkage to turn a cen ter shaft, which 
in turn rotates a tangent crank. The tangent crank drives the 
valve cover and allows each chamber to fill and empty alternately 
while simultaneously transmitting motion to drive the index.

The two-diaphragm, four-chamber meter (fig. .) uses D-
shaped slide valves. The four cham bers are formed by the space 
inside each diaphragm and the space in the case area around each 
di aphragm. Each valve seat con tains three ports, or open ings. 
The port nearest the center of the valve table communicates 
with the chamber in side the di a phragm; the port farthest from 
the center of the valve table communicates with the chamber 
in the case area; the center port communicates with the meter 
outlet. The valves are timed so that one chamber is al ways open 
to the meter inlet and one chamber is always open to the meter 
outlet. A slight drop in pressure at the meter outlet starts the 
diaphragms in motion.

Motion from the diaphragms is transferred to flag rods that 
extend above the valve table. Oscillat ing motion turns a tangent-
and-crank assembly by means of flag arms, which are attached 

Other Meters
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orifice meters	 .

published by petroleum extension service, the university of texas at austin 

 Orifice Meters


ORIFICE METER INSTALLATIONS

Orifice meters are the most widely used device for measuring 
gas flow. The primary element of an orifice meter installation 
contains the meter tube and the orifice fitting, which holds the 
orifice plate. The orifice, which causes the differential pressure 
drop that is necessary for mea surement, is accurately bored into 
the plate. Taps are provided on or near the orifice fit ting. Most 
taps are lo cated on the flange of the orifice fitting, al though in 
some in stallations, they are on the meter tube. If they are located 
on the orifice flange, they are called flange taps; if they are lo cated 
on the meter tube, they are called pipe taps. Both the type and 
the location of the taps are im portant when calcu lat ing gas flow. 

Gauge lines are at tached to the taps. The gauge lines transmit 
static and differential pressures from each tap to the secondary 
element. The secondary element mea sures and records the static 
and differential pressure and sometimes other conditions, such 
as temperature of the flowing gas.

On some installations, the secondary element consists of sens
ing elements, a recorder, and a chart. The diff erential pressure is 
transferred through the pressure taps and gauge lines on each side of 
the orifice plate to a sensing element on the recorder. A pen records 
the pressure on a rotating chart. The chart rotates at a speed such 
that the pressure is recorded over a specific time period, such as  
hours. The static pressure of the flowing gas, and sometimes the 
temperature of the gas, are also sensed and recorded on this chart. 
The temperature is some times recorded on a separate recorder 
and chart. Most secondary element installations today not only 
have the traditional chart recorder, but also feature an electronic 
flow measurement () system.  installations have trans duc
ers that electronically convert the differential pressure, the static 
pressure, and the temperature to elec tronic sig nals and feed them 
into a computer. In many cases, the chart recorder is eliminated.

Electronic Flow Measurement 
Chart recorders cannot provide realtime measurement data. If 
a current reading of the differential pressure, the static pressure, 
the flowing temperature of the gas, or the gas flow is required, 
the chart must be retrieved and integrated before the data can 
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auxiliary equipment	 .

published by petroleum extension service, the university of texas at austin 

DEW POINT RECORDERS

According to Dalton’s law, the total pressure of a mix ture of gases 
equals the sum of the partial pressures of each of the gases in the 
mixture. The partial pressure of each gas is that which it would 
exert if it occupied the entire volume by itself. Assuming that 
water vapor is one of the components of natural gas, the pres-
sure and temperature of the gas mixture determine the amount 
of water vapor that will be absorbed by that gas. In a state of 
dynamic equilibrium, the rate at which water vapor leaves a gas 
is exactly equal to the rate at which water vapor enters the gas.

The temperature at which dynamic equilibrium occurs at a 
given pressure is the dew point tem perature. If the temperature 
decreases, the water vapor condenses. An increase in temperature 
of the gas allows the gas to hold more water vapor. The dew 
point is the temperature at which mois ture begins to condense 
when a gas–water vapor mixture is cooled at constant pressure 
out of con tact with liquid water.

Several dew point recorders are available for determining 
dew points or water content. Several of these use the ability 
of lithium chloride to absorb moisture from the surrounding 
atmosphere. As lithium chlo ride absorbs moisture, its con-
ductance changes. By measuring the change in conduc tance 
of the chloride salt, the water content or the dew point can be 
determined. Lithium chloride devices require special cells that 
can measure ˚ of dew point. By chang ing the concen tration 
of the lithium chloride, however, the dew point range can be 
set to cover a wide variety of tempera tures. 

Some dew point recorders use the change in capacitance between 
two plates to indicate a change in water content. Other units use 
a piezoelectric sorption unit that compares two hygroscopically 
coated quartz-crys tal oscillators, which alternately sorb and desorb 
the water from the flowing stream. This action changes the mass 
of the coatings and hence the frequency of the oscillators. The 
change in frequency can be read in terms of moisture content. 

One frequently used unit is the electrolytic moisture analyzer, 
which operates on the principle that mois ture is absorbed on 
a phosphorus pentoxide (P


O


) film between two electrodes. 

A current is passed through the cell, and the absorbed water is 
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mass flow measurement	 .

published by petroleum extension service, the university of texas at austin 

For many years, measuring fluids by volume was the standard 
for the petroleum industry. Now more than ever before, 
however, gas and liquids that rapidly change density at 
measur ing condi tions are being han dled. Because of such 
density changes, volume measurement is no longer ac cept
able in many instances. In stead, measurement is based on 
the mass, or weight, of the fluid. In fact, in September , 
, , and  issued a new standard for measuring gas 
with ori fice meters. The Manual of Petroleum Measurement 
Standards, chapter , section  ( Re port No. ) now has 
four parts. Part  is entitled “General Equa tions and Uncer
tainty Guidelines” and gives an entirely new equation for 
determining mass flow through an orifice meter. As mentioned 
before, all four parts of the new standard have not yet been 
issued; also, those parts that have been is sued are still await
ing industry acceptance. Because of the unsettled nature of 
the new standard at the time of this manual’s publication, 
equations from other sources will be used.

When mass measurement is used, two types of contracts are 
usually written: one states that the fluid sim ply be measured in 
terms of mass, or weight, units; the other stipulates that mass 
mea sure ment be used but that the mass units be converted to 
weight per unit of volume. Regardless of the type of contract, 
fluid mass is usually measured with true mass meters or infer 
ential mass me ters; or static measurement can be used, in which 
case, the fluid is weighed in a container.

 

TRUE MASS METERS

A true mass meter uses the physical law that states that force 
equals mass times acceleration. Several meters based on this 
principle are available for measuring the mass of both gas and 
liquid. Since the amount of force causing fluid to flow in a 
pipe line is known and since the flowing fluid is accelerated a 
known amount, the mass of the fluid can be determined. In 
effect, a true mass me ter solves the force equation for mass—that 
is, since the force and the acceleration are known, and since 
the mass is unknown, the meter determines the mass from the 
two known factors.


Mass Flow 

Measurement
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sampling	 .

published by petroleum extension service, the university of texas at austin 

GAS SAMPLING
To determine the quality of gas in the flowing stream, gas 
samples are obtained and analyzed. Since analy sis of the sample 
can be no better than the sample itself, the sample must be 
obtained carefully so that it is representative of the gas flowing 
in the pipeline. Several devices and proce dures are available to 
ensure that adequate samples are obtained.

Gas Sampling Equipment 
To sample gas from the line, a probe is necessary. It should be 
made of rigid stain less steel tub ing and should be installed so 
that it projects into the flowing stream. Its  should be no 
larger than  ¼-in. and it should be thick-walled for rigidity 
and strength. 

All valves, fittings, and tubing with which the gas comes in 
contact should be of stainless steel. A mini mum number of 
fittings should be used, and the sample lines should be as short as 
possible. In some cases, a sample line requires heating to maintain 
the temperature above the dew point. A heater should always 
be used to keep the gas and sample cylinder at temperatures 
high enough to prevent liquids from condensing.

Gas Sampling Techniques
Several techniques are used to collect a sample. Which technique 
is used depends on the com position of the gas, the purpose 
for which the samples are collected, the volume of the sample 
re quired, and the size, de sign, and material of connecting lines 
and cylinders. Regardless of the technique used, the connect-
ing lines and containers should be cleaned thoroughly before 
use, par ticularly if they have previously been used on rich-gas 
streams. Samples should be taken under normal flowing condi-
tions and in sufficient quantity for the tests to be run.

Two basic types of samples are the spot and the composite. Two 
procedures for collecting spot samples are available. The first is 
simply a series of fillings and blowdowns of a cylinder; it is of ten 
used in warm environments with dry gases. The second requires 
applying constant heat to re place the heat lost at the point of 
pressure reduction. (Gas cools when its pressure is reduced.) The 
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operation and inspection of measurement equipment	 	.

published by petroleum extension service, the university of texas at austin 


TOLERANCES IN GAS MEASUREMENT

Need for Tolerances

Tolerances are necessary because no two orifice meters, no mat
ter how well constructed, give continuously identical readings 
when the same amount of gas is flowing. Exact duplication of 
ori fice plates is not com mercially possible, so no two orifice 
plates of the same size manufactured by the same company 
have ex actly the same coefficient of discharge when tested, 
even though the cal culated value is the same. 

Tolerances provide a practical solution to unavoidable 
differences between seemingly iden tical primary elements, al
though they do not provide for accidental errors in observation 
of sec ondary elements. In ad di tion to al lowances for tolerances 
in the commercial manufacture of pri mary ele ments, allow
ances must also be made for tolerances in the manufacture 
of secondary ele ments. Be cause of allowances for toler ances, 
overall measurement accuracy is sometimes less than that pub
lished in standards or calcu lated from equa tions for the orifice 
flow constant.

Effect of Tolerances

Calculations of coefficients from equations given in the  
edition of  Report No.  apply to orifices manu factured and 
installed in accordance with the report’s instructions. (Bear in 
mind that a  edition is available that may, upon industry 
acceptance, require an equation different from the one in this 
manual.) In any case, the  report points out that the pipe 
must have an  of not less than . in., and the ratio of the 
orifice bore to the pipe  (the β ratio, or simply β) must be 
between . and .. Under these conditions, coefficients 
calculated for flange taps are subject to a tolerance of ±. 
percent when the β ratio is between  and  per cent. When 
the ratio is less than  percent or greater than  percent, the 
tolerance is doubled to  percent. Table . is an ex ample of 
the effect of tolerances used in the flow equation:

 Q
 h
  = F

b 
× F

r 
× Y × F

tf
 × F

gr 
× F

pv 
  h

w
P

f
 (Eq. .)
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gas sales contracts	 .

published by petroleum extension service, the university of texas at austin 

MARKET PERIODS

A gas contract is a mutually negotiated set of rules governing 
conduct between the parties making the con tract. Typically, 
a contract relates to all matters of common interest. Gas sales 
contracts can be made dur ing one of two market periods: a 
seller’s market, when demand exceeds sup ply, and a buyer’s 
market, when supply exceeds demand. 

FIXED-RATE CONTRACTS

A fixed-rate contract is a contract in which a known rate of gas 
is sold at so many dollars per million tu ($/tu) during 
every month of sale. It is called a fixed-rate contract because 
the volume or rate of gas is fixed over the period of the contract 
even though the rate may vary from month to month. If the 
gas is pro cessed for the recovery of s, a separate processing 
agreement must be drawn up.

Details of a Fixed-Rate Contract
Both the buyer and the seller attempt to put into the contract 
rules covering all conceivable situa tions, espe cially ones that 
have been problems in the past. All situations cannot possibly 
be cov ered, however, so the contract usually includes an agree-
ment to arbitrate problem situations.

Preamble
The preamble contains the contract date, which serves to 
identify the contract. It also names the buyer(s) and seller(s) 
and gives a synopsis of the transaction. Following is an ex-
ample preamble:

This Agreement, made and entered into this th day 
of February, __, by and between    
, hereinafter referred to as “Buyer,” and   
 , hereinafter re ferred to as “Seller”; whereas 
Seller has a supply of natural gas available for sale from 
the Glasscock area located in Dublin County, Texas, and 
whereas Buyer owns a natural gas transmission pipeline 
system; and whereas Seller desires to sell and Buyer desires 
to pur chase and receive from Seller natural gas under the 
terms and condi tions hereinafter set forth.

Gas Sales 
Contracts
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unaccounted-for gas	 .

published by petroleum extension service, the university of texas at austin 

To a gas company, natural gas is an inventory of goods to be 
sold. Gas that is bought but not sold is money lost to the gas 
company. Unaccounted-for gas is a loss of inventory; it is the 
dif fer ence between the gas taken into the distribution system 
and the known quantities of gas taken out of the system.

Gas that is purchased, taken on exchange, or injected from 
storage constitutes gas into the sys tem. Simi larly, , liquefied 
natural gas (), and gas from other sources also constitute 
gas into the system. Sales, exchanges, company-used gas for 
fuel and construction, and known line losses from breaks and 
blowdowns are known quantities of gas out of the system. The 
difference in the quantities of gas in and gas out is gas that has 
not been accounted for, or unaccounted-for gas. 

The difference between the amount of gas in and the gas 
out may be a loss or a gain—that is, less gas may go out than 
went in or more gas may go out than went in. A loss or a gain 
indicates a problem in the system that must be found and 
corrected. In general, unaccounted-for gas comes from leak-
age, incorrect measure ment, theft, incorrect calculations and 
recordkeeping, or simi lar causes.

Preparing an unaccounted-for gas balance for a distribution 
system is not just a matter of totaling the ac counting records of 
gas bought and sold. All phases of accounting, measurement, 
and opera tions must be considered continuously to make certain 
that the information used is accurate and complete.

INPUT-OUTPUT POINTS
All the points at which gas enters and leaves the distribution 
system must be metered. Without metering, preparing a correct 
gas balance is impossible. Estimates of unmetered taps cannot 
be re lied on to produce a correct gas balance.

An accurate list must be made of all gas input meters and all 
gas output meters. Constant check ing is nec essary to be certain 
that no meters are missing and that no uninvolved meters are 
on the list. Keeping lists correct can be a time-consuming job, 
considering the turn-ons, turn-offs, and construction changes 
that go on in a distribution system.

Unaccounted-
for Gas
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published by petroleum extension service, the university of texas at austin

. gas and liquid measurement

C
C. See Coefficient of discharge
C'. See Orifice flow constant
CO

2
. See Carbon dioxide

Calibration
coefficient  .
constant  .
disk  .
field, of rotary meters  .‒.
meter  .
of circular reader  .
of mechanical integrating devices  .

Capacitance  .
Carbon dioxide  .

in liquid stream  .
maximum allowable  .

Cell failure
causes of  .

Celsius scale  .
Centrifugal device  .
Charles’s law  ., ., ., ., .
Chart drive

problems with  .
Charts  ., .

-  .‒.
percentage  .‒.

Chemical
equations  .‒.

Circular reader  .
Coefficient 

of discharge  ., ., ., .
of expansion  .

Compensating index  .
Compounds  .
Computers

analog orifice flow  .
digital input  .
field operation of gas-flow  .
flow  .
low-power field-level  .
microprocessor-based  .
on-line flow  .‒.
power for  .‒.

Constant pressure correction  .

Contracts  .‒.
fixed-rate  .

arbitration clause  .
area rate clause  .
billing and payment  .
buyer sales in interstate commerce clause  .
dedication  .

definitions   .
delivery   .
delivery pressure clause  .
favored nation clause  .
interstate  .
maximum lawful price clause   .
measurement clause  .
measurement equipment installation clause  .
miscellaneous clauses  ., .
preamble  .
pricing clause   .
quality provisions  .
reservations of seller clause  .
seller’s representative clause  .
taxes clause  .
tax reimbursement provisions   .
term clause  .
warranty of title clause .

gas-balancing  .
gas-processing  .
gas-purchasing  .
gas sales  .‒.
nonstandard  .
percentage of proceeds  .

Conversion factors
table  .

Corresponding states, law of  .‒.
Critical

-flow prover  ., .‒.
sonic-flow nozzle  .‒.

point  .
pressure  .
temperature  .
values  .
volume  .

D

Dalton’s law of partial pressure  .‒., .

Densitometer
gas  .‒.
liquid  .

Density
changes in  .
measurement

direct  .
inferred  .

Deviation forces  .
Dew point  .

recorders  .‒.
electrolytic moisture analyzer  .‒., .‒.

temperature  .
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tester
  .‒.

Diaphragm meter  .‒.
capacity ratings of  .
high-pressure capacity  .
pressure correction in  .
sizes of .
temperature compensation in  .‒.
two-diaphragm, four-chamber  .‒.
two-diaphragm, three-chamber  .

Differential deadweight tester  .

Differential pen
problems with  .

Differential pressure  .‒., ., .,  .,  .
device  .‒.
element  .
transducer  .

Differential testing  .‒.
dynamic .‒.
start-up  .

Displacement
angular  .

Dynamic equilibrium  .

E

.  See Electronic flow measurement
Electron  .‒.
Electronic flow measurement ()  .‒. 
Electronic instrumentation  .
Element

characteristics of  .
definition of  .

Energy  .
definition of  .
kinetic  ., .
thermal  .‒.

Equation 
of corresponding states  .‒.
of state  .‒.
of van der Waals  .

Errors
constant, causes of  .‒.
detecting with field coefficient  .‒.
measurement of

in primary element  ., .
in secondary element  .‒., .‒.

variable  .‒.
in primary element  .
in secondary element   .‒.

Expansion factor  .‒., ., ., ., ., .

F
Factors 

basic orifice   .‒., .
expansion  .‒., ., ., ., .
flowing-temperature  ., .
interpolating  .
local gravitational correction, for U-tube manometers  

.‒.
orifice thermal expansion  ., ., .
pressure base and temperature base  ., .
Reynolds number  .
specific gravity  .
supercompressibility  ., ., .‒., ., ., .
velocity of approach  .

Fahrenheit scale  .
Faraday’s first law  .
Field calculations  

precautions with  .‒.
Field coefficient  .‒.

detecting errors with  .‒.
factors in calculation of  .

Fittings
flanged  .
junior  .‒.
meter  tube  .
orifice  .‒.
senior  .
Simplex  .

Flow
computer

analog orifice  .
digital input  .
microprocessor-base orifice  .
on-line  .‒.
power for  .

deflector  .
equation  .
nozzle  .‒.

advantages of  .
 long-radius  ., .
disadvantages of  .
where used  .

pattern  .
disturbances in  .‒.

pulsating   .
rotational  .
upstream  .
rate

calculating  ., .
linear  signal  .
volume  .
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volumetric  .
-rate equation  .‒., .
recorder  .
tube  .

Dall  .
Foster  .
Gentile  .
Herschel .
Lo-Loss  .
universal  .
venturi  .

Flowing 
conditions

calculating  .
-temperature factor  ., .

Flowmeter
accuracy of  .

Fluid
compressible  .‒.
incompressible  .‒.
mass

calculating  ., .‒.
properties

effect of, on liquid turbine meters  .
pulsation  ., .

Force
calculating  .

Friction
internal  .
mechanical  .
rotor shaft bearing  .

Frictional 
forces, effect of,  on flowing gas  .
torque  .

G
Gamma rays  .
Gas

behavior of  .
consumption of  .
definition of  .‒., .
densitometer  .‒.
density  .

effects of, on turbine meter performance  .
heat content of  .
heating value of  .
input-output points  .
into the system  .
kinetic theory of  .‒.
laws

Avogadro’s  .

Boyle’s  .
Charles’s  .‒., ., ., ., .
corresponding states  .‒.
Dalton’s, of partial pressure  .‒., .
Faraday’s  .
Graham’s, of diffusion  .
ideal  .‒., .
kinetic energy of translation  .

mass flow of  .‒.
measurement of  ., ., .‒.

fundamentals  .‒.
tolerances  .

molecules, behavior of  .‒.
out of the system  .
sampling  ., .‒.

composite  .‒.
equipment  .
spot  .‒.
techniques  .

stolen  .
unaccounted-for  .‒.

and pressure base  .
meter installations affecting  .
sources of  .

uses of  .
volume flow of  .‒.

Gauge lines  ., .
characteristics of  .

Graham’s law of diffusion  .
Gravitometer

kinetic portable  .‒.
recording  .

H
H


S. See Hydrogen sulfide

Handbook E-  ., ., ., .
Handbook E-  .
Head meters  .‒., .
Heat  .

measuring  .
Humidity  .
Hydrocarbons

definition of  .
found in natural gas  .
properties of  .‒.

Hydrogen sulfide  .
detectors  .‒.

air-sampling gas  .
lead acetate ampoules  .
lead acetate–coated strips  .
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field measurement of  .‒.
mine safety test  .
titrate method  .

physiological effects of  .

I
Ideal gas law  .‒., .

deviations from  .
Impulse devices  .
Index

base-pressure  .
compensating  .
input-output points  .‒.

Inking problems  .
Instrumentation

of turbine meter  .‒.
Isotherms  .‒.

K
Kelvin scale  .
Kinetic 

energy of translation  .
instruments  .‒.
momentum  .
theory  .

L
Law of corresponding states  .‒.
Leaks  .
Line 

breaks  .
purges  .

Linearity
low-flow  .

Liquefied petroleum gas  .
Liquid

behavior of  .
definition of  .
-sample container  .‒.
-sample mixing .
sampling  .‒.

automatic  .
considerations  .
containers  .‒.
mixing  .
of dirty product  .
overcoming flashing in  .
probe  .

rate  .
techniques  .
transfer from sampler  to portable cylinder  .
using flowing product  .
using hydraulic fluid  .
water-displacement method  .
water-draw method  .
with downstream pump  .
with piston sample cylinder  .

Lithium chloride  .. See also Dew point recorders
Local gravitational correction factor

for U-tube manometers  .‒.
. See Liquefied petroleum gas

M
Magnetic 

couplings, in rotary meters  .
meter  .

Manometer  .
mercury  .
U-tube   .‒.
water  .

Manual of Petroleum Measurement Standards  ., ., .
Market periods  .

buyer’s  .
seller’s  .

Mass
absolute  .
flow rate  .
fluid, devices for measuring  .
gas-flow, measuring  .
liquid, measuring  .‒.
measurement, static  .
total, measuring  .

Matter
definition of  .
states of  .

changing  .
types of  .

Measurement
accuracy  .‒.

causes of constant error  .‒.
electronic flow ()  .‒. 
equipment  .‒.
mass flow  .‒.

contracts  .
static mass  .
volume  .

Mechanical 
integrating devices  .
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fixed-factored  .
recording devices  .

circular reader  .
Meter

accuracy  .‒.
bellows  .‒.
calibration  .
capacity  .
corrections  .
diaphragm  .‒.
-dial gear ratio  .‒.
factor

calculating  .
for measuring gas-flow mass  .
for measuring liquid mass   .

head  .‒., .
index

base-pressure  .
compensating  .

inferential mass  .‒.
liquid

proving  .
losses

causes of  .
magnetic  .‒.
master  ., .
orifice  .‒., .‒.

to measure liquid flow  .‒.
prover  .‒.
readings

cyclic  .
incorrect  .‒.

rotary  .‒.
swirl  .
target  .
true mass  .
tube  ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., .
turbine  .‒.

advantages of  .
capacity of  .‒., ., .
compared with other meters  .
construction of  .
effects of gas density on  .
field checks for  .
for gas measurement  .‒.
for liquid measurement  .‒.
fundamentals  .
insertion of  .
installation of  ., .  
spin time test for  .
visual inspection of  .

ultrasonic  .
multiple-path diagonal beam  .

single-path diagonal beam  .

variable-area  .,  .

volume  .
for measuring gas-flow mass  .
for measuring liquid mass  .
positive-displacement  .
rotary  .
turbine  .

vortex-shedding   .‒.
Mixture  .
Molecular weight  .
Molecules

attractive force between  .‒., .
behavior of gas  .
definition of  .
motion of gas  .‒., .
repulsive force between  .‒., .
thermal energy of gas  .‒.

Momentum instrument  .

N
Natural gas.  See Gas
Neutron  .‒.
Nozzle

Smith-Matz  .‒.

O

Open-flow test  .
Orifice

factor, basic  .‒., .
gas sampling near  .
well testers  .

Orifice fittings  .‒.
flanged  .
junior  .‒.
meter tube  .
senior  .
Simplex  .

Orifice flow constant  .‒.
Orifice meter  .‒., .‒.

flow rate  .
gas flow calculations for  ., .‒.
installation  .‒.
primary element  ., .
secondary element  ., .

Orifice plate  .‒.
coefficient of discharge  .
manufacture of  .

Orifice thermal expansion factor  ., ., .
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P

Periodic table  .
Phosphorus pentoxide  .‒.
Physical constants  .

table  .‒.
Piping configuration  .

conventional  .
short-coupled  .

Pitot tube  .‒.
advantages of  .
calibrating  .
disadvantages of  .

Pressure
absolute  .
actual  .‒.
average static

adjusting  ., .
barometric  .‒.
base  .
base factor  ., ., .
correction

in diaphragm meters  .
correction factor  ., .
differential  .‒., ., ., ., .
drop  ., ., .
dynamic  .‒.
effect of, on liquid turbine meter  .
exerted  .‒.
extension  .

calculating  .
factor  .
head  .
ideal  .‒.
kinetic  .‒.
loss  ., ., .
static  .‒., .
transducer  .‒.

Primary element  .‒.
of vortex-shedding meter  .‒.

Proton  .‒.
Prover

ballistic  .
bell  .
choosing  .‒.
closed stationary tank  .
critical-flow  ., .

sonic-flow nozzle  ., .‒.

mechanical displacement  .‒.

meter  ., .‒.
correction factors  .
proving procedures for  .‒.

pipe  .‒., ., .

bidirectional  .

unidirectional  .

positive-volume  .

pressurized volume  .

small-volume  .

Proving  ., .

liquid meter  .

meter  ., .‒.

witnessing  .‒.

Pulsation  ., .

Pulse 
interpolation  .

transmitter  .

Pycnometer  ., .‒.

atmospheric  .

calibration of  .

obtaining sample in  .‒.

pressurized  .

weighing of  ., .‒., .

R
Radiation attenuation  .

Ranarex  .‒.

Rangeability  .‒., .

definition of  .

linear  .

of diaphragm meter  .

Rankine scale  .
Rate of diffusion  .

Real gas equation  ., .‒., .

Reduced value  .

Repeatability
definition of  .

Reserves
commitment of  .

Resolution
definition of  .

Retarding forces
effect on flowing gas  .

Reynolds number  ., ., ., ., .

Rotameter. See Variable-area meter
Rotary meter  .‒.

advantages of  .

compared with diaphragm meter  .

disadvantages of  .

installation of  .

lobed impeller  .

maintenance  .
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maintenance of  .‒.

operation of  .

recent developments in  .

rotating-vane .

maintenance .‒.

Rotor
bearings  ., ., ., .

damage  ., .

design  .

failure  .  
speed  ., .

measuring  ., .

theoretical versus actual  .

S

Sample system
composition of  .‒.

Sampling  .‒.

gas  .‒.

liquid  ., .‒.

Secondary element  ., .‒.

of vortex-shedding meter  .

Sensing element
of vortex-shedding meter  .

SI units  .
Solid

behavior of  .
definition of  .

Specific gravity  ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., 

., ., .

factor  .
instruments  .‒.

of gas, determining  .‒.

variations in  ., .‒.

Spot check  .

for specific gravity  .

Standards
 Report No. . See  Report No.   
Manual of Petroleum Measurement  ., ., .

  .‒.

Static pressure element  .‒.

Supercompressibility 
factor  ., ., ., .‒., ., ., .

ratio  .

Surface tension  .
Swirl  .

meter  .

Système Internationale d’Unités  .

T

Taps
flange  ., ., .

pipe  ., .

Target meter  .

Temperature
base factor  ., ., .

-compensating tangent  .

compensation  .
in diaphragm meters  .

compensator  .

correction  .

dew point  .

effect of,  on gas molecules  .
effect of,  on head meters  .

effect of, on liquid turbine meters  .

flowing   ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., .

-measuring system
class I  .

class II  .

class III  .

class V  .

recorder  ., .‒.

scales  .
Thermal sensing  .

Thermistor  .

Tolerances  .

contract provisions for  .‒.

effect of  .‒.

in gas measurement  ., .‒.

need for  .

sample contract covering  .

used in flow equation  .

Transfer proving  .

Transducer  .
Translation  .
Tubes. See Flow tubes

U

Unit conversion factor  .
U-tube manometer   .‒.

V

van der Waals, equation of  .

Variable-area meter  ., .. Also called Rotameter
Variable thrust load  .
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Velocity
average  .
of approach factor  .
of flowing gas  ., ., .
profile

nonuniform  .
traverse  .

Venturi tube  .
Vibration  .
Viscosity  .

curve, generalized  .
variations in  .

Voltage  .
Volt-ohmmeter  .
Volume

measured  .

true  .

Vortex shedding  .

Vortex-shedding meter  .

electromechanical  .

electronic  .

primary element  .

secondary element  .

sonic  .

W

Water
electrolysis of  .‒.

content
measuring  .‒.
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To obtain additional training materials, contact:

PETEX
The University of Texas at Austin

Petroleum extension service
10100 Burnet Road, Bldg. 2

Austin, TX 78758

Telephone: 512-471-5940
or 800-687-4132

FAX: 512-471-9410
or 800-687-7839

E-mail: petex@www.utexas.edu
or visit our Web site: www.utexas.edu/ce/petex

To obtain information about training courses, contact:

PETEX
learning and assessment center

The University of Texas
4702 N. Sam Houston Parkway West, Suite 800

Houston, TX 77086

Telephone: 281-397-2440
or 800-687-7052

FAX: 281-397-2441
E-mail: plach@www.utexas.edu

or visit our Web site: www.utexas.edu/ce/petex
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